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The Gender Gap in Innovation

• Women underrepresented in STEM fields, differences across countries/industries

• Social/Cultural Norms

• Corporate Culture of firms

• Increase in international cooperation in patenting across time zones, women more

time-constrained and thus benefit less?

How do these factors translate into the gender gap in patenting?
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Research Agenda

1. Do national (socio-)cultural norms explain the gender gap in patenting?

• German reunification as natural experiment

• Two societies with very different norms and levels of gender equality

• East-West migrants influenced culture in the West?

2. Do differences in corporate culture explain the gap?

• Focus on FDI & multinational enterprises

• Do MNEs affect culture in host countries?

3. Working across time zones

• Look at gender gap in international collaborative patents

• Does it depend on time zone differences?
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Methodology

• Raw data

• EPO’s PATSTAT

• Gender Classification

• UKIPO (2019) classification

• Genderize API / NamSor API

• Inventor disambiguation

• Morrison et al (Nature Scientific Data, 2017)
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Gender Classification: The UKIPO Approach

• PATSTAT 2019 ∼50m unique inventor person IDs

• Variation in name format across patent offices and within office across time

1. Initial dictionary of gender-classified forenames from Matias (UK/US birth

certificates) and Tang (2011) (Facebook data)

2. Initial dictionary of last names from the 2010 Census

3. Extend initial name dictionaries with offices for which format is known

4. Using dictionaries to assign format to each office-year

• Gender assignment based on dictionary from step 1.

=⇒ Global Inference Rate 75%, much lower for non-Western names, e.g. China,

South Korea, Taiwan . . . (data is here)
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https://github.com/OpenGenderTracking/globalnamedata
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-642-20244-5_33
https://www.census.gov/topics/population/genealogy/data/2010_surnames.html
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/gender-profiles-in-worldwide-patenting-an-analysis-of-female-inventorship-2019-edition


Woman Inventor Share by Residence Country

UKIPO (2019) for gender; Rassenfosse, Kozak, Seliger (2019) for inventor geocodes 6



Gender Classification: East German patents

• UKIPO too low inference rate for GDR patents (below 50%)

• Manual cleaning steps to obtain forenames

• Classification alternatives

1. Extend UKIPO methodology

2. US Social Security Data (see R package gender, see also Kim and Moser (2020))

3. genderize API (based on scraping social media and other websites; allows specifying

origin country, useful for ”Andrea”)

4. NamSor API (work with linguists etc.; infers cultural origin)

• Accuracy for GDR data: NamSor API > genderize API > UKIPO > SocSec

=⇒ Goal: create global classification file with higher coverage, especially for

Korean names...
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https://github.com/ropensci/gender
https://genderize.io/
https://www.namsor.com/


German Reunification - Methodology

• Woman patent: at least one woman inventor on the patent

• Compute pre-reunification share of woman patents by technology (4-digit IPC) for

East and West Germany

• Today: Use Morrison et al (Nature Scientific Data, 2017) for West Germany

(limited to EPO, USPTO, PCT) [similar results when including national filings]
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Share of Women Patents in 1980s higher in the East
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More women patents in the West in techs where East had many women
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More women patents in the West in techs where East had many women

Woman Patentijt = βt × Share Eastj + γt × Share Westj + FEj + FEt
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Diffusion of Cultural Norms?

=⇒ Persistently higher women share in patenting in the East (lighter color), but

some diffusion...
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Inventor Disambiguation

• Use data from Morrison, Riccaboni and Pammolli (Nature Scientific Data, 2017)

• Focus on EPO, PCT (1977-2011) and USPTO (1975-2010)

• First, use high-resolution address information for disambiguation of immobile

inventors

• Second, link immobile inventor IDs based on characteristics (shared co-inventors,

assignees, citations . . . )

• Coverage of 92% (all names located & disambiguated)

• Potential gender bias in disambiguation?

• Women more likely to change names

• Overall fewer woman inventors =⇒ less false positives?

=⇒ Goal: Use location data from Rassenfosse et al/Patent City/own geocoding

to disambiguate national filings, especially for GDR
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https://figshare.com/collections/Patent_Disambiguation_Data/3458001/1


First-time Inventors: Extensive Margin

Compute women share among first-time inventors by industry (j) and five-year period

of first filing (t)

Share new women inventorsjt = βt × High Gapj + βt × Low Gapj + FEt + FEj + εjt
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More women enter more women-dominated techs

Share new women inventorsjt = βt × High Gapj + βt × Low Gapj + FEt + FEj
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Culture at home influences foreign subsidiaries? (1)

What explains share of woman inventors in foreign establishments?

• Data

• Geocodes from Rassenfosse et al

• Orbis (firm ownership links) + Orbis IP (match patents to firms)

• Methodology

1. At the level of the firm: Share of women inventors in home establishments by

technology class.

2. At the technology level: Construct leave-one-out share of woman inventors by

technology class in firms’ home country
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Culture at home influences foreign subsidiaries? (2)

Dependent variable:

Share Woman Inventors

(1) (2)

Women Share in Home Country establishments (z-score) 0.105∗∗∗

(0.008)

Women Share in Home Country (z-score) 0.030∗

(0.016)

Mean dep. var. 0.097 0.097

Fixed Effects

Firm Yes Yes

Host Country x Tech Yes Yes

Home Country x Tech Yes No

Observations 7,645 7,645

Adjusted R2 0.45 0.416

Residual Std. Error 0.252 (df = 3772) 0.259 (df = 4214)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. Weighted by number of patents.
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